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Roll-Over Protective Structures and Power Takeoff Shields

Two major safety features on
tractors are roll-over protective
structures (ROPS) and power

takeoff (PTO) shields. ROPS, when 
combined with seat belt use, offer 
effective protection in the event of 
tractor accidents and overturns. PTO 
shields help prevent injuries on the 
farm by protecting workers from 
moving parts. Leaving protective 
shields on can help to reduce the 
number of injuries that occur and 
possibly save a life or limb. It is also the 
law.

Roll-Over Protective Structures

Do not add a ROPS to an older 
tractor if the manufacturer does not 
approve use of that particular system. 
Look for equipment that meets 
performance criteria established by a 
recognized testing authority. A 
homemade ROPS is not recommended. 
ROPS are available as simple steel 
frames or quiet, dustproof cabs. A

ROPS combined with a seat belt can
save a life.

The ROPS cab is a very popular
option due to its comfort, health and
safety benefits. The cab provides
weather protection and can be heated

Roll-Over Protective Structures and Power
Takeoff Shields

• Consider adding an
approved ROPS to
an older tractor.

• Wear the seat belt
provided when a
ROPS is installed.

• Always make sure
the PTO is disengaged
before starting the
tractor.

• Allow no one near a
moving PTO or PTO-
driven equipment if
someone isn't by
the PTO disengage
lever.

• Never operate a PTO
without a shield
covering the shaft
and yoke.
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PTO Shields

There are two types of PTO stub
shaft shields commonly in use. (The
stub shaft is the area where the PTO
implement is attached to the tractor.)
There is the master shield, which
provides a zone of protection around
the stub shaft, and the PTO stub shaft
guard, which completely covers the
stub shaft. If the PTO master shield
must be removed for the installation of
mounted implements, the stub shaft
guard should always be in place. If a
shield becomes damaged or lost,
replace it as soon as possible. Turn off
the engine and disengage the PTO
drive before attempting to unplug or
service machinery. 

Using ROPS and PTO shields can
help reduce injuries or their severity on
the farm. With fewer injuries,
production is increased, leading to
increased profits.

and air-conditioned. Filters remove dust
and insects. The latest cabs are relatively
quiet when the windows are closed. The
ROPS cab protects the operator from low
branches, flying parts, and from being
sprayed by chemicals or hydraulic fluid
if lines rupture.

Using a PTO 

Keep the tractor and attachments in
good operating condition and keep
safety devices in place. Use guards as
instructed in the operator’s manual. Be
sure the power takeoff lever is in the off
or disengaged position before starting an
engine. Keep safety shields in place
when using the power takeoff. Always
keep sleeves, jackets or other items of
clothing relatively tight and belted since
they might be caught in the moving
parts.

Always make sure the engine is off,
the PTO clutch disengaged and the PTO
shaft stopped before adjusting an
implement hitch or power takeoff hook-
up or cleaning out a PTO-driven
implement. Disengage the PTO and shut
off the engine before adjusting or
unclogging power-driven machinery.
Never start a PTO-driven machine if
people are on or close to it.

Remove the PTO master shield only
when necessary. Always install the PTO
guard on the power takeoff when the
PTO is not being used. When using the
PTO, be sure all PTO shields are in place
on both the tractor and implement.
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